
Our current PYP theme is…
How the World Works

Our Central Idea is…
Extreme weather affects landscapes and communities

Through this unit we will be practicing...
Thinking, research, and self-management skills

Through this unit we will try to be…
Risk-Takers, thinkers, and principled

The questions we will be exploring are…
How do weathering and erosion change the Earth?
What are the effects of extreme weather?
How can we find out how the landscape has changed over time?
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The Math connections we will make are solving addition and 
subtraction problems involving fractions and mixed numbers and 
Angle Measurement. Relate concepts to construction and rebuilding)

The Reading and Writing connections we will make are critical 
thinking to see another perspective in reading and creating 
persuasive/opinion essays in writing.

The Science connections we will make are to maps and Earth’s 
features and how weather and erosion change the Earth over time. 

The Social Studies connection we will make is who is responsible for 
(clean up/rebuild) the impact (buildings/homes/roads destroyed) of 
extreme weather. 

To help out your student, try having them think and talk about the 
following at home…
● Look at another side of an argument or a different 

perspective
● Mixed numbers in the real world (recipes, construction and 

sewing/crafting)
● How weather impacts the Earth and our communities


